Turner Exposes Confidential Advertising of Gunman Firm  
BY JOHN EDGAR TURNER.

The great McKeeb RR strike of five years ago has served to remind all of the workmen of the nation that their wages and working conditions are not the concern of the individual employer, but are matters of public welfare. The same is true today, as was true then, when the strikers are working for the benefit of the community as a whole.

In the confidential advertising of the McKeeb RR strike, the strikers were assured that they would receive a fair share of the benefits accruing from the strike.
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Free Speech Fight in John D.'s Town

BY UPTON SINCLAIR

The Free Speech Fight in John D.'s Town has been a signal event in the history of America. It is the first time that the right of free speech has been seriously challenged in this country. It is a matter of national importance. The struggle has raged for months and is far from over. The battle is being fought for the control of the world's舆论. It is a struggle for the right to express one's opinion without fear of reprisal. It is a struggle for the right to think and speak as one pleases. It is a struggle for the right to have a voice in the government of the country.

Free Speech is under attack in John D.'s Town. The powerful corporation has been able to suppress the free expression of opinion. It has been able to silence the critics of the company. It has been able to stifle the voices of the people. The corporation has been able to control the news. It has been able to control the information. It has been able to control the minds of the people. The corporation has been able to control the government. It has been able to control the country.
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How Burns Procured Suhr "Confession"

BY JOHN KINDER TURNER.

HERMAN SUHR, who was held as a prisoner in the county jail, of Yuba county, Cal., for murder, has confessed.

This is constitutionally a strong confession, in the best sense of the word, the result of torture by the most brutal and artful methods known, unless it was obtained in deadly fear, believing that if it was not confessed now it would be, after torture, confession in a like spirit. This seems to be the case, since the prisoner has been in a state of utter despair for some time, and has confessed in writing before the sardonic Turk, the deputy sheriff, a gentleman well known to the public, who has been in the county for many years.

This confession is not inclined to make the case appear more serious. It is more likely to make it appear less serious. The prisoner has been in close confinement, and has been visited by friends, and has been kept in a state of great anxiety, and has confided to his friends that he was innocent of the crime, and that he was only in the wrong place at the wrong time. He has been permitted to have visitors, and has been allowed to see his friends, and has been permitted to write letters, and has been permitted to see the world, and has been allowed to have friends and money.
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